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"This book offers balanced coverage of the technological solutions that contribute to the design of digital textbooks and
contribute to achieving learning objectives, offering an emphasis on assessment mechanisms and learning theory"-Banish math anxiety and give students of all ages a clear roadmap to success Mathematical Mindsets provides practical
strategies and activities to help teachers and parents show all children, even those who are convinced that they are bad
at math, that they can enjoy and succeed in math. Jo Boaler—Stanford researcher, professor of math education, and
expert on math learning—has studied why students don't like math and often fail in math classes. She's followed
thousands of students through middle and high schools to study how they learn and to find the most effective ways to
unleash the math potential in all students. There is a clear gap between what research has shown to work in teaching
math and what happens in schools and at home. This book bridges that gap by turning research findings into practical
activities and advice. Boaler translates Carol Dweck's concept of 'mindset' into math teaching and parenting strategies,
showing how students can go from self-doubt to strong self-confidence, which is so important to math learning. Boaler
reveals the steps that must be taken by schools and parents to improve math education for all. Mathematical Mindsets:
Explains how the brain processes mathematics learning Reveals how to turn mistakes and struggles into valuable
learning experiences Provides examples of rich mathematical activities to replace rote learning Explains ways to give
students a positive math mindset Gives examples of how assessment and grading policies need to change to support
real understanding Scores of students hate and fear math, so they end up leaving school without an understanding of
basic mathematical concepts. Their evasion and departure hinders math-related pathways and STEM career
opportunities. Research has shown very clear methods to change this phenomena, but the information has been
confined to research journals—until now. Mathematical Mindsets provides a proven, practical roadmap to mathematics
success for any student at any age.
This book addresses engineering learning in early childhood, spanning ages 3 to 8 years. It explores why engineering
experiences are important in young children's overall development and how engineering is a core component of early
STEM learning, including how engineering education links and supports children's existing experiences in science,
mathematics, and design and technology, both before school and in the early school years. Promoting STEM education
across the school years is a key goal of many nations, with the realization that building STEM skills required by societies
takes time and needs to begin as early as possible. Despite calls from national and international organisations, the
inclusion of engineering-based learning within elementary and primary school programs remains limited in many
countries. Engineering experiences for young children in the pre-school or early school years has received almost no
attention, even though young children can be considered natural engineers. This book addresses this void by exposing
what we know about engineering for young learners, including their capabilities for solving engineering-based problems
and the (few) existing programs that are capitalising on their potential.
Since the nation-state sprang into being in 1965, Singapore literature in English has blossomed energetically, and yet
there have been few books focusing on contextualizing and analyzing Singapore literature despite the increasing
international attention garnered by Singaporean writers. This volume brings Anglophone Singapore literature to a wider
global audience for the first time, embedding it more closely within literary developments worldwide. Drawing upon
postcolonial studies, Singapore studies, and critical discussions in transnationalism and globalization, essays unearth
and introduce neglected writers, cast new light on established writers, and examine texts in relation to their specific
Singaporean local-historical contexts while also engaging with contemporary issues in Singapore society. Singaporean
writers are producing work informed by debates and trends in queer studies, feminism, multiculturalism and social justice
-- work which urgently calls for scholarly engagement. This groundbreaking collection of essays aims to set new
directions for further scholarship in this exciting and various body of writing from a place that, despite being just a small
‘red dot’ on the global map, has much to say to scholars and students worldwide interested in issues of nationalism,
diaspora, cosmopolitanism, neoliberalism, immigration, urban space, as well as literary form and content. This book
brings Singapore literature and literary criticism into greater global legibility and charts pathways for future developments.
The presence of handheld technologies in the classroom isn't enough - you need to know how to use them to enhance
teaching and transform learning. As more and more primary schools acquire devices such as iPads and tablets, it is
becoming clear that adding them as a classroom resource is not enough. Teachers and trainees need strategies to
integrate these into existing learning contexts in a meaningful way. Without this, these fantastic resources lose their
value. This book helps teachers to make the most of these devices in the primary classroom. It offers guidance on: how
to use tablets to devise meaningful learning activities embed them in genuine curriculum contexts, drawing upon case
studies from existing practice It is written for non-specialists and explains technical terms in an accessible, practical way.
Each chapter begins with a case study contributed by a teacher using tablets in schools. Real life examples and
comments like this give the text a truly practical focus. Check out the book's Pinterest board which includes the apps
mentioned in the book as well as a handy infographic for a snapshot guide on starting off your tablet teaching journey. A
note from the authors The use of technology in schools continues to evolve rapidly as new devices and tools become
available, and the adoption of mobile devices such as iPads and tablets has been a particularly exciting development in
recent years. The benefits offered by these technologies, such as their portability, connectivity, accessibility and range of
media, present new challenges and opportunities for teaching and learning. As the take up of tablets gathers pace in our
schools there is a need for advice on the best approaches and apps to help achieve successful learning outcomes.
Teachers need to find meaningful ways to integrate the devices into their own practice and to evaluate which of the many
thousands of educational apps might be appropriate for their pupils. This book considers how iPads and tablets can be
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used to enhance teaching and learning in primary schools. It is especially relevant in the light of the computing
curriculum, which puts a new emphasis on children as makers and creators of digital content. Across other curriculum
subjects too, the introduction of mobile devices that can be quickly and reliably accessed has precipitated a shift in
practice. For example, they have enabled teachers and children to spontaneously pursue lines of inquiry, to connect,
collaborate and publish in many different ways, and to use their digital skills to enhance their exploration of the physical
world outside the classroom. With these opportunities in mind, we offer anecdotes from the classroom and examples of
how tablets might be embedded within current pedagogy and practice as a natural learning tool. Each chapter combines
a practical case study with discussion of related pedagogy, and recommends apps to support a personalised, inclusive
and active approach to teaching and learning.
• Strictly as per the new Semester wise syllabus for Board Examinations to be held in the academic session 2021-22 for
class -12 • Largest pool of Topic wise MCQs based on different typologies • Answer key with explanations • Revision
Notes for in-depth study • Mind Maps & Mnemonics for quick learning • Concept videos for blended learning • Includes
Topics found Difficult & Suggestions for students. • Dynamic QR code to keep the students updated for 2021 Exam
paper or any further CISCE notifications/circulars
The TeacherNi ISC Predictive Question Paper Booklet has been specially designed with a view to comprehensively
cover the entire ISC syllabus. All the predictive Question Papers have been prepared by board experts and conform to
the exacting standards of the Indian School Certificate (ISC). The booklet aims to provide students with expert guidance
and systematic preparation for the board exams to be held in the year 2015. Subjects: Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics.
Solutions are available on the website after purchase. Follow instructions inside book after purchase.
In the past decade, traditional classroom teaching models have been transformed in order to better promote active learning and
learner engagement. Implementation and Critical Assessment of the Flipped Classroom Experience seeks to capture the
momentum of non-traditional teaching methods and provide a necessary resource for individuals who are interested in taking
advantage of this pedagogical endeavor. Using narrative explanations and foundation materials provided by experienced
instructors, this premier reference work presents the benefits and challenges of flipped methodology implementation in today’s
classroom to educators and educational administrators across all disciplines and levels.
The conference will be held in Guangzhou, China during June 29-30, 2014. The aim objective of ichss2014 is to present the latest
research and results of scientists related to Humanity and Social Science topics. This conference provides opportunities for the
different areas delegates to exchange new ideas and application experiences face to face, to establish business or research
relations and to find global partners for future collaboration. We hope that the conference results constituted significant contribution
to the knowledge in these up to date scientific field. ichss2014 is supposed to be the largest technical event on Humanity and
Social Science in Guangzhou in 2014. The focus of the conference is to establish an effective platform for institutions and
industries to share ideas and to present the works of scientists, engineers, educators and students from all over the world. The
organizing committee of conference is pleased to invite prospective authors to submit their original manuscripts to ichss2014. As
preparation for ICSS2014, hundreds of contributions were received and reviewed. Most of these contributions have brought us a
new possible solution to our problems; some of them can even be called as a breakthrough. All these researches have been
included in this book. I believe it will be of great value to your future study.
This book provides an account of a large-scale, national STEM initiative in Australia, the Maths Inside Project, which is designed to
increase secondary school students’ engagement and participation in mathematics. The project’s modules include videos
illustrating how scientists use mathematics to find solutions to real-world problems, as well as themed activities linked to the school
curriculum for mathematics. Outlining the current debates concerning mathematics education in Australia and beyond, the book
describes the development and implementation of the modules to guide their use by teachers in year 8-12 Australian mathematics
classrooms. It concludes with a discussion of the research, showing how the project increased student engagement. The book
discusses the partners involved in the project, including scientists, a national mathematics teachers’ association and the authors’
university. It also offers insights into how to embark on pedagogical improvement through collaboration between individual
institutional stakeholders. Providing details of the modules to enable teachers and teacher educators to help their students better
understand and utilise the curriculum resources of Maths Inside, the book is a useful resource for educators around the globe
wanting to make mathematics engaging, topical and relevant for secondary school students.
The TeacherNi ICSE Predictive Question Paper Booklet has been specially designed with a view to comprehensively cover the
entire ICSE syllabus. All the predictive Question Papers have been prepared by board experts and conform to the exacting
standards of the Indian School Certification of Secondary Education (ICSE). The booklet aims to provide students with expert
guidance and systematic preparation for the board exams to be held in the year 2015. Subjects: Physics, Chemistry, Biology.
Solutions are available on the website after purchase. Follow instructions inside book after purchase.
In the present time, two of the most important approaches to tackle complex systems are probability and stochastic processes
theory. Still from an analytic perspective, modeling and solving a problem using a stochastic approach is not a trivial issue, hence,
a combination of the logic of probabilistic reasoning with computational science is needed to obtain qualitatively good solutions in a
reasonable time. This eBook presents an interesting view of applications associated to fields of probability, statistics, and
mathematic modeling, all of them supported by a computational context though the approach of stochasticity and simulation used
in most of them. This collection contains three chapters, which bring applications in fields of biology, finance and physics, each
chapter contains work(s) with specific applications. An editorial is also contained with a summarized version of each work, and
each of them are widely explained in a specific section, which include a state of art to support the nature of the individual research,
a methodology to solve the defined problem and the results and conclusions. We hope the present eBook can represent a
potential source of knowledge for the academic community of implicated disciplines, and an inspirational starting point of starting
for scientists in the amazing world of applied mathematics and the search to solve complex problems
Chapter wise and Topic wise introduction to enable quick revision. Coverage of latest typologies of questions as per the Board
latest Specimen papers Mind Maps to unlock the imagination and come up with new ideas. Concept videos to make learning
simple. Latest Solved Paper with Topper’s Answers Previous Years’ Board Examination Questions and Marking scheme
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Answers with detailed explanation to facilitate exam-oriented preparation. Examiners comments & Answering Tips to aid in exam
preparation. Includes Topics found Difficult & Suggestions for students. Dynamic QR code to keep the students updated for 2021
Exam paper or any further CISCE notifications/circulars
The Epigram Books Collection of Best New Singaporean Short Stories: Volume Two gathers twenty-four of the finest stories from
Singaporean writers published in 2013 and 2014, selected from hundreds published in journals, magazines, anthologies and singleauthor collections. These pieces examine life in Singapore, as well as beyond its borders to Toronto, California, Shanghai, Andhra
Pradesh, Pyongchon and Paris, as well as to the distant past and the far future. Accompanying the stories are the editor’s
introduction and an extensive list of honourable mentions for further reading.
In recent years, our world has experienced a profound shift and progression in available computing and knowledge sharing innovations.
These emerging advancements have developed at a rapid pace, disseminating into and affecting numerous aspects of contemporary society.
This has created a pivotal need for an innovative compendium encompassing the latest trends, concepts, and issues surrounding this
relevant discipline area. During the past 15 years, the Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology has become recognized as one
of the landmark sources of the latest knowledge and discoveries in this discipline. The Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology,
Fourth Edition is a 10-volume set which includes 705 original and previously unpublished research articles covering a full range of
perspectives, applications, and techniques contributed by thousands of experts and researchers from around the globe. This authoritative
encyclopedia is an all-encompassing, well-established reference source that is ideally designed to disseminate the most forward-thinking and
diverse research findings. With critical perspectives on the impact of information science management and new technologies in modern
settings, including but not limited to computer science, education, healthcare, government, engineering, business, and natural and physical
sciences, it is a pivotal and relevant source of knowledge that will benefit every professional within the field of information science and
technology and is an invaluable addition to every academic and corporate library.
We are delighted to introduce the Proceedings of the Second International Conference on Progressive Education (ICOPE) 2020 hosted by
the Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, Universitas Lampung, Indonesia, in the heart of the city Bandar Lampung on 16 and 17
October 2020. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we took a model of an online organised event via Zoom. The theme of the 2nd ICOPE 2020
was “Exploring the New Era of Education”, with various related topics including Science Education, Technology and Learning Innovation,
Social and Humanities Education, Education Management, Early Childhood Education, Primary Education, Teacher Professional
Development, Curriculum and Instructions, Assessment and Evaluation, and Environmental Education. This conference has invited
academics, researchers, teachers, practitioners, and students worldwide to participate and exchange ideas, experiences, and research
findings in the field of education to make a better, more efficient, and impactful teaching and learning. This conference was attended by 190
participants and 160 presenters. Four keynote papers were delivered at the conference; the first two papers were delivered by Prof Emeritus
Stephen D. Krashen from the University of Southern California, the USA and Prof Dr Bujang Rahman, M.Si. from Universitas Lampung,
Indonesia. The second two papers were presented by Prof Dr Habil Andrea Bencsik from the University of Pannonia, Hungary and Dr Hisham
bin Dzakiria from Universiti Utara Malaysia, Malaysia. In addition, a total of 160 papers were also presented by registered presenters in the
parallel sessions of the conference. The conference represents the efforts of many individuals. Coordination with the steering chairs was
essential for the success of the conference. We sincerely appreciate their constant support and guidance. We would also like to express our
gratitude to the organising committee members for putting much effort into ensuring the success of the day-to-day operation of the
conference and the reviewers for their hard work in reviewing submissions. We also thank the four invited keynote speakers for sharing their
insights. Finally, the conference would not be possible without the excellent papers contributed by authors. We thank all authors for their
contributions and participation in the 2nd ICOPE 2020. We strongly believe that the 2nd ICOPE 2020 has provided a good forum for
academics, researchers, teachers, practitioners, and students to address all aspects of education-related issues in the current educational
situation. We feel honoured to serve the best recent scientific knowledge and development in education and hope that these proceedings will
furnish scholars from all over the world with an excellent reference book. We also expect that the future ICOPE conference will be more
successful and stimulating. Finally, it was with great pleasure that we had the opportunity to host such a conference.
Education is vital to the progression and sustainability of society. By developing effective learning programs, this creates numerous impacts
and benefits for future generations to come. K-12 STEM Education: Breakthroughs in Research and Practice is a pivotal source of academic
material on the latest trends, techniques, technological tools, and scholarly perspectives on STEM education in K-12 learning environments.
Including a range of pertinent topics such as instructional design, online learning, and educational technologies, this book is an ideal
reference source for teachers, teacher educators, professionals, students, researchers, and practitioners interested in the latest
developments in K-12 STEM education.
Research for Educational Change presents ways in which educational research can fulfil its commitments to educational practice. Focussing
its discussion within the context of mathematics education, it argues that while research-generated insights can have beneficial effects on
learning and teaching, the question of how these effects are to be generated and sustained is far from evident. The question of how to turn
research into educational improvement is discussed here in the context of learning and teaching hindered by poverty and social injustice. In
the first part of the book, four teams of researchers use different methodologies while analysing the same corpus of data, collected in a South
African mathematics classroom. In the second part, each of these teams makes a specific proposal about what can be done and how so that
its research-generated insights have a tangible, beneficial impact on what is happening in mathematical classrooms. Combining two
discourses – that of researchers speaking to one another, and that of researchers communicating their insights to those responsible for
educational practice – the book deals with the perenial question of communication between those who study educational processes and
those who are directly responsible for teacher education, educational research and classroom practices. This book will be key reading for
postgraduates, researchers and academics in education and particularly in the areas of mathematics education, education research, teacher
education and classroom practice. It will also appeal to teacher educators, practitioners and undergraduate students interested in educational
research.
This book seeks to illustrate the research on mathematics competencies and disposition in China according to the conceptual development
and empirical investigation perspective. Mathematics education in China has a distinguishing feature a focus of attention to mathematical
competency. Paradoxically, there has not been an explicit, refined, and measurable evaluation system in place to assess mathematical
competency in China. While academic achievement surveys or evaluations are common, these can only give an overall conclusion about
mathematical thinking skills or problem solving abilities. In response to this deficiency, China is beginning to carry out national projects that
emphasize defining both a conceptual framework on core competencies in school mathematics and developing a corresponding assessment
framework. Thus, the main focus of this volume is the current investigations of different mathematics competencies and mathematical
disposition of Chinese students, with the aim of promoting interaction between domestic and international student performance assessment,
to provide a more comprehensive understanding of mathematics competencies and disposition in mainland China, and to stimulate innovative
new directions in research. The primary audience of this volume is the large group of researchers interested in mathematics competencies,
mathematics teaching and learning in China, or comparative studies, or the relation of the three. The book will also appeal to teaching
trainers or instructors, as well as be an appropriate resource for graduate courses or seminars at either the master’s or doctoral level.
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In the United States, broad study in an array of different disciplines â€"arts, humanities, science, mathematics, engineeringâ€" as well as an
in-depth study within a special area of interest, have been defining characteristics of a higher education. But over time, in-depth study in a
major discipline has come to dominate the curricula at many institutions. This evolution of the curriculum has been driven, in part, by
increasing specialization in the academic disciplines. There is little doubt that disciplinary specialization has helped produce many of the
achievement of the past century. Researchers in all academic disciplines have been able to delve more deeply into their areas of expertise,
grappling with ever more specialized and fundamental problems. Yet today, many leaders, scholars, parents, and students are asking
whether higher education has moved too far from its integrative tradition towards an approach heavily rooted in disciplinary "silos". These
"silos" represent what many see as an artificial separation of academic disciplines. This study reflects a growing concern that the approach to
higher education that favors disciplinary specialization is poorly calibrated to the challenges and opportunities of our time. The Integration of
the Humanities and Arts with Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine in Higher Education examines the evidence behind the assertion that
educational programs that mutually integrate learning experiences in the humanities and arts with science, technology, engineering,
mathematics, and medicine (STEMM) lead to improved educational and career outcomes for undergraduate and graduate students. It
explores evidence regarding the value of integrating more STEMM curricula and labs into the academic programs of students majoring in the
humanities and arts and evidence regarding the value of integrating curricula and experiences in the arts and humanities into college and
university STEMM education programs.
Advances in Child Development and Behavior, Volume 57 presents theoretical and empirical scholarship illuminating how race/ethnicity and
socioeconomic status intersect to shape children's development and developmental contexts. Rather than focusing on the additive effects of
race/ethnicity and SES, which is typical (and a limitation) in the developmental literature, the scholarship in this book considers how the
factors and processes shaping the development of children of color can differ markedly across the socioeconomic continuum. This collection
illustrates how applying an intersectional lens to developmental science can yield unique insights into the challenges confronting and assets
buoying both minority and majority children's healthy development. This volume's contributors include renowned developmental scholars
working at the forefront of their fields The volume's multidisciplinary focus has relevance to developmental psychologists, sociologists, and
family scientists and those whose interests and work fall under the purview of those disciplines This volume examines multiple dimensions of
and multiple factors shaping children's development
This Handbook provides a comprehensive overview of the modern economics of education literature, bringing together a series of original
contributions by globally renowned experts in their fields. Covering a wide variety of topics, each chapter assesses the most recent research
with an emphasis on skills, evaluation and data analytics.
This book offers a collection of high-quality peer-reviewed research papers presented at the Second International Conference on
Communication and Computational Technologies (ICCCT 2019), held at Rajasthan Institute of Engineering and Technology, Jaipur,
Rajasthan, India, on 30–31 August 2019. In contributions prepared by researchers from academia and industry alike, the book discusses a
wide variety of industrial, engineering and scientific applications of emerging techniques.
The allure and marketplace power of digital technologies continues to hold sway over the field of education with billions spent annually on
technology in the United States alone. Literacy instruction at all levels is influenced by these evolving and ever-changing tools. While this
opens the door to innovations in literacy curricula, it also adds a pedagogical responsibility to operate within a well-developed conceptual
framework to ensure instruction is complemented or augmented by technology and does not become secondary to it. The Handbook of
Research on Integrating Digital Technology With Literacy Pedagogies is a comprehensive research publication that considers the integration
of digital technologies in all levels of literacy instruction and prepares the reader for inevitable technological advancements and changes.
Covering a wide range of topics such as augmented reality, literacy, and online games, this book is essential for educators, administrators, IT
specialists, curriculum developers, instructional designers, teaching professionals, academicians, researchers, education stakeholders, and
students.
ICSE Predictive Question Papers for 2014 as per the ICSE syllabus covering 5 subjects including Geography, English (Literature &
Language), Hindi, Maths, History. Solutions are available online. Instructions provided inside book after purchase. TeacherNi experts with
over 300 years combined teaching experience have set these papers. Unlock Brilliance with Prediction Papers, Solutions with Marking
Scheme, Upload your answer sheet for Correction by Experts, Simplified Study Notes, Revision MCQ's, Past Prelim Papers & Board Papers
with Solution. SUBSCRIBE NOW online!
Women of Color in STEM: Navigating the Workforce is an opportunity for making public the life stories of women of color who have
persevered in STEM workplace settings. The authors used various critical theories to situate and make visible the lives of women of color in
such disciplines and workplace contexts like mathematics, science, engineering, NASA, academia, government agencies, and others. They
skillfully centered women and their experiences at the intersection of their identity dimensions of race, class, gender, and their respective
discipline. While the disciplines and career contexts vary, the oppression, alienation, and social inequities were common realities for all.
Despite the challenges, the women were resilient and persevered with tenacity, a strong sense of self as a person of color, and reliance on
family, community, mentors, and spirituality. While we celebrated the successes, it is critical that organizational leaders, whether in education
or other workplace settings, draw from narratives and counter?narratives of these women to improve the organizational climate where
individuals can thrive, despite their racial, class and gender identity. This book will assist educational communities, professional communities,
and families to understand their roles and responsibilities in increasing the number of women of color in STEM.
A valuable resource for pre-service teachers who wish to integrate contemporary technology into teaching key mathematical concepts.
The TeacherNi ICSE Predictive Question Paper Booklet has been specially designed with a view to comprehensively cover the entire ICSE
syllabus. All the predictive Question Papers have been prepared by board experts and conform to the exacting standards of the Indian School
Certificate of Secondary Education (ICSE). The booklet aims to provide students with expert guidance and systematic preparation for the
board exams to be held in the year 2015. Subjects: Geography, English (English Language & English Literature), History, Mathematics,
Computer Applications, Hindi. Solutions are available on the website after purchase. Follow instructions inside book after purchase.
This book outlines perspectives of emerging and established African scholars on what one could describe as the debate on leadership and
the articulation of the life of the mind in Africa's socio-economic, political and cultural life from the time of independence to date. The papers
contained in the book cover the following thematic areas: Alternative Leadership Paradigm for Africa's Advancement; African Perspectives on
Globalisation and international relations; Pan-Africanism and the African Renaissance; Scientific, Technological and Cultural Dimensions of
African Development. The first section deals with alternative leadership paradigms for Africa's advancement. It also debates the 'thin line'
separating management studies from leadership studies and untangles the hermeneutic complexities in the term 'leadership'. Section two
examines among other things, the crucial challenge of globalisation and public ethics and others African perspectives. The section also
interrogates the current complexities and credibility deficits in the global governance of trade and towards the end engages philosophical
questions about conscience and consciousness in African development and progress. The debates in section three continue to section four
and focus on the overall issues of language and liberation, the significance of Multi-, Inter and Trans-Disciplinary Approaches in the analysis
of the African continent, appropriate indigenous paradigms for promoting the African renaissance as well as a series of debates on the
meaning and prospects of regional integration in Africa's renewal. This provides just a snapshot of a very wide ranging and interesting debate
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contained in the publication.
As classrooms are becoming more diverse, teachers are now faced with the responsibility of creating an inclusive classroom community. As
such, researching classroom pedagogies and practices is an imperative step in curriculum planning. The Handbook of Research on
Classroom Diversity and Inclusive Education Practice is an authoritative reference source for the latest scholarly research on ways to
effectively teach all students and further refine and strengthen school-wide inclusive pedagogy, methods, and policies. Featuring extensive
coverage on a number of topics such as special education, online learning, and English language learners, this publication is ideally designed
for professionals, educators, and policy makers seeking current research on methods that ensure all students have equal access to curricular
content and the chance for growth and success.
This proceedings book showcases the latest research work presented at the Second Edition of the Mediterranean Symposium on Smart City
Application (SCAMS 2017), which was held in Tangier, Morocco on October 15–27, 2017. It presents original research results, new ideas and
practical development experiences that concentrate on both theory and practice. It includes papers from all areas of Smart City Applications,
e.g. Smart Mobility, Big Data, Smart Grids, Smart Homes and Buildings, clouds, crowds, mashups, social networks, and security issues. The
conference stimulated cutting-edge research discussions among pioneering researchers, scientists, industrial engineers, and students from
all around the world. The topics covered in this book also focus on innovative issues at the international level by bringing together experts
from different countries. The scope of SCAMS 2017 included methods and practices that combine various emerging internetworking and data
technologies to capture, integrate, analyze, mine, annotate, and visualize data in a meaningful and collaborative manner. A series of
international workshops were organized as invited sessions during the SCAMS 2017:The 2nd International Workshop on Smart Learning &
Innovative EducationsThe 1st International Workshop on Smart HealthcareThe 1st International Workshop on Mathematics for Smart CityThe
1st International Workshop Industry 4.0 and Smart Manufacturing
This book explores key contemporary issues in education, featuring the latest theoretical perspectives and policies, aimed at supporting the
professional development and understanding of those working or intending to work in the education sector. Both school- and college-based
education have faced rapid change over the last few years. A strong research base around the impact of these changes is emerging,
enabling a critically informed debate on policy and practice developments. The book provides an up to date evidence-based overview of key
changes, their underlying rationale and an examination of alternative viewpoints. The content is concise and focused while still developing
readers’ critical thinking skills through tasks embedded within each chapter as well as a distinct section on critical reflective thinking. Other
key topics include inclusion, leadership, community education, comparative education, research and education futures.
STEM Education 2.0. discusses the most recent research on important selected K-12 STEM topics by synthesizing previous research and
offering new research questions.
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